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Abstract
C&S Wholesale Grocers is a privately-held firm headquartered in Keene, New Hampshire. C&S is a
leading low-cost, high-service procurement and distribution provider servicing grocery retailers, and is
the second largest grocery wholesaler in the United States.' The firm has realized average annual revenue
growth of nearly 20% since 1995, and projects nearly twenty billion dollars of revenue for 2006. C&S
operations are mobilized to deliver over 53,000 grocery items to more than 4,000 corporate customers "at
record speed."2
Historically, C&S Wholesale Grocers has relied upon process excellence to sustain profitable growth. An
internal group, the Business Process Excellence group, is currently focusing on process improvements
across all areas of the C&S value chain. In support of the "BPE" team, this project focuses on "Vendor
Integration", or determining the most effective processes and programs by which C&S should collaborate
with its vendors to drive out supply chain costs.
The goal of this thesis is to present a framework for the determination of "best-in-class" programs relating
to vendor integration, programs which contribute to sustainable growth. First, a presentation of the
drivers of sustainable growth is defined. Then a framework is employed to generate a host of available
programs to be considered. Two of the programs are selected for an in-depth evaluation: Lead-Time
Reduction and Global Data Synchronization. Future internships will be able to draw upon the approach,
analysis, and findings of this work to solve similar strategic supply chain challenges.
Thesis Supervisor: Sara Beckman
Title: Senior Lecturer - UC Berkeley, Haas School of Business
Thesis Reader: Don Rosenfield
Title: Director - Leaders for Manufacturing Program
Senior Lecturer - MIT Sloan School of Management
Thesis Supervisor: Jonathan Byrnes
Title: Senior Lecturer - MIT Engineering Systems Division
'C&S Wholesale Grocers Website: <http://www.cswg.com/welcome.htm>
2 C&S Wholesale Grocers Website: < http://www.cswg.com/pages/aboutcns.htm>
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1 Introduction
The story of C&S Wholesale Grocers of Keene, New Hampshire is one of tremendous growth.
Mr. Israel Cohen and Mr. Abraham Siegel founded the company in 1918 in Worcester,
Massachusetts. Life for C&S Wholesale Grocers began as a 5,000 square-foot warehouse. 3
Over the course of eighty-eight (88) years, C&S expanded its presence to over fourteen states.
The company is on the path to exceed $20 billion of revenue in 2006. C&S currently distributes
well over 50,000 items, or in the grocery industry "SKU's" (stock-keeping units). In the words
of one C&S associate, "We're huge, we have grown, and we will continue to grow".4
Clearly, such growth in any industry requires constant innovation and skillful decision-making.
Furthermore, growth at C&S Wholesale Grocers has been sustainable thus far due to the fact that
its operations blend attention to and respect for the people (customers, vendors, associates, and
neighbors), the environment, and, most certainly, bottom-line profitability. One employee was
quoted in Supermarket News, "What I'm proudest of is how focused the company is on the
community and fighting hunger." 5
Professor Nicholas Ashford is the Director of the Technology and Law Program at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in the Engineering Systems Division. Professor Ashford
has developed a threefold approach to realizing sustainable growth and development. He
suggests that true sustainability is the result of a delicate balance of economics, employee
6
concerns, and environment goodwill. In other words, to realize sustainability, a firm must not
only be profitable, but it must also recognize the importance of social well-being and
environmental stewardship.
3 C&S Wholesale Grocers Website: <http://www.cswg.comlpages/founding.htm>
4 Interview with Ben McLaughlin, C&S Trade Relations Associate, July 13, 2006.
5 Supermarket News website: <http://www.supermarketnews.com>, "The Top 10", July 25, 2005.
6 Ashford, Nicholas A., presentation titled "The Meaning and Achieving of Sustainable Development: Co-
optimizing Competitiveness, Employment, and Environment".
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Over the past century, C&S repeatedly demonstrated its commitment to the people, the
environment, and profitability. During the term of this research project, the author
witnessed many examples of a commitment to sustainability at C&S. This commitment
took the form of generous food donations to the needy, environmental disaster support in
the shadow of both Hurricane Katrina and local flooding in New Hampshire, and
continuous financial and operational expansion. Figure 1.1 utilizes Professor Ashford's
framework to present sustainability in the context of C&S Wholesale Grocers' expansion.
Figure 1.] - Threefold sustainability at C&S Wholesale Grocers
Economics
Over 20% average annual revenue
growth since 1986
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Environment
Near-term examples include
financial and volunteer support
of the tsunami disaster of 2004,
the Hurricane Katrina relief
effort, and locally in the New
Hampshire floods of 2006
Employees
Focused outreach to communities
that are in close proximity to C&S
operations where employees make
their homes. Targeted giving
includes hunger eradication, United
Way, healthcare, and education.
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Focus on the environment and sustainability is clearly a trend across the grocery supply chain
today. The grocery retailer Giant Eagle received an Energy Star Sustained Excellence 2006
Award from the Environmental Protection Agency. Giant Eagle also earned Energy Star Partner
of the Year status in 2004 and 2005, and has been an Energy Star partner since November 2001.
Some actions that have led to this recognition include the installation of new energy-efficient
lighting technology, the purchase of wind-generated electricity, and the education of store
employees on how they can save energy. Giant Eagle also constructed in Ohio the nation's first
supermarket to be certified for Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design. 7 Another
grocery retailer, Food Lion, is also receiving the Energy Star Sustained Excellence award in
82006. Even in the face of tight margins and escalating costs, the grocery industry is taking bold
steps forward in addressing environmental concerns. C&S Wholesale Grocers is no exception,
and this focus is a key contributor to its continuous growth.
The previous century witnessed C&S' emergence as an extraordinary example of sustainable
growth. As the twenty-first century unfolds, many new challenges loom for the grocery industry
as a whole, challenges that require C&S associates at all levels to unite and conquer with their
characteristic diligence, innovation, and customer service coupled with equally expeditious and
brilliant decisions. The challenge for C&S Wholesale Grocers in the twenty-first century is to
maintain profitability while continuing to grow. By working hard to develop best-in-class
processes, C&S will be driven towards the goal of scalable profitability.
In the present, vicious environment of hostile takeover bids, labor and management issues, razor-
thin margins and price-wars, C&S Wholesale Grocers is maintaining a steady-course by wielding
data as a guide and leaning on the leadership of third-generation family owner and Chief
Executive Officer, Mr. Rick Cohen. A recent strategic management addition brought Mr. Bill
Copacino to the firm in the role of Chief Administrative Officer. With Mr. Copacino, C&S
Wholesale Grocers inherits several decades of supply chain and logistics expertise. Mr.
Copacino is responsible for Information Technology, Human Resources and talent development,
7 Supermarket News Website (March 6, 2006): <http://www.supermarketnews.com>
8 Supermarket News Website (March 9, 2006) : <http://www.supermarketnews.com>
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and Process Excellence. With his staff, he has formed an internal team that is currently
investigating the operations and providing recommendations to senior management on
opportunities for process improvement in all areas of the company. This team is known
throughout the firm as the Business Process Excellence group.
For the duration of this project, the author joined forces with the Business Process Excellence
group, or "BPE" team, in order shed some light on various subjects of interest to the
management team. The team is focused on all areas of the C&S operations, including finance,
information technology, merchandising, procurement, transportation, and warehousing. The
BPE group is taking advantage of opportunities for process improvement both at strategic and
tactical levels. They are working to restructure the supply chain and eliminate wasteful layers
and unnecessary steps as well as to increase the efficiency and productivity of the current
operations.
A primary task of the Business Process Enablement team is to create fast and efficient access to
performance data across C&S to aid in decision making. As it is launched in 2006, this new data
warehouse system will be paramount to enabling the company's data-driven style of decision
making. This "Enhancing Efficiency in the Grocery Supply Chain" research project was aided
by the aforementioned effort with easy access to nearly all necessary data.
In "Competing on Analytics," Thomas H. Davenport suggests that companies seeking to use data
and analytics as a source of strategic advantage generally undergo four phases of business
process restructuring9. C&S is currently moving forward with each of these phases, and is
already beginning to witness the benefits:
1) Refining the systems that produce transaction data
2) Building a data warehouse
3) Selecting and implementing analytic software
4) Assembling the hardware and communications environment
9 Davenport, Thomas H., "Competing on Analytics", Harvard Business Review, January 2006, p. 106-107.
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The specific goal of this thesis is to determine the best manner by which a grocery wholesaler or
retailer such as C&S should work with its vendors to drive out supply chain costs. At a basic
level, we are focusing on the interface between C&S and its host of grocery vendors. The
framework employed for this project can easily be adapted to other industries where firms are
looking to partner with their suppliers to tackle supply chain inefficiencies.
The first step in uncovering new approaches to vendor integration for C&S was to review
literature on the grocery industry, supply chain management, and vendor integration. This phase
of the project provided the author with the opportunity to build a clear understanding of the
dynamics of the grocery supply chain, "from farm to shelf'. It also defined the current
competitive climate of the grocery industry.
The next phase of the project involved benchmarking competitors and vendor integration leaders
in other industries. This step was fundamental to defining the broad spectrum of available
programs and technologies frequently employed by best-in-class companies that work with their
vendors to drive out supply chain costs. These programs and technologies were then evaluated
in the context of channel economics and C&S operations and two were selected for further
analysis.
The thesis proceeds as follows:
Chapter 2, Grocery Industry Overview details C&S Wholesale Grocers and the general
grocery supply-chain from the industrial revolution era to the current grocery business climate
Chapter 3, Vendor Program Analysis reveals an approach to determining the programs and
general manner by which a firm may choose to work with its suppliers to drive out supply-chain
costs. Cross-industry benchmarking of vendor integration is presented. Two programs are
selected for a more detailed analysis to follow in Chapters Four (4) and Five (5).
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Chapter 4, Lead Time Reduction details the first vendor program recommended for
consideration by C&S. A tool is presented to quantify the benefits of a strategic lead-time
reduction initiative.
Chapter 5, Global Data Synchronization details the second vendor program recommended for
consideration by C&S. Data Synchronization as a strategic program is defined, and the areas of
impact of data integrity on C&S are revealed. The quantification of benefits is presented based
upon competitive benchmarking and internal research at C&S.
Chapter 6, Conclusion.
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2 Grocery Industry Overview
This chapter documents the rise of C&S Wholesale Grocers and the evolution of the general
grocery industry. It will also make clear the economic climate in which C&S is currently
operating.
2.1 History and Evolution
Just two years prior to the inception of C&S Wholesale Grocers, another revolutionary company
quite a distance from the New England region opened its doors, causing quite a stir. Piggly
Wiggly was founded in 1916 in Memphis, Tennessee by Clarence Saunders.10 Today most
American consumers purchase their groceries from a self-serving retail store. Piggly Wiggly
was the first grocer to offer this experience. Previously, consumers could only purchase their
groceries and dry goods from clerks behind counters. Saunders and his team viewed this order
fulfillment process as a waste of man hours. They decided to offer customers baskets and allow
them to select their own items from open shelves." This was a bold, first step towards
enhancing efficiency in the retail link of the grocery supply chain. By introducing this now
standard self-serving store format, Piggly Wiggly created a wave of process improvements that
have contributed to the intense cost pressure facing businesses along the grocery supply chain
today.
C&S found its niche further up the grocery supply chain, in the wholesale business. For the first
several decades of the twentieth century, C&S Wholesale served New England independent
grocery retailers, which were mostly local entities. C&S established itself as a low-cost
procurement and distribution solution offering supreme customer service. In the spirit of
continuous improvement, the C&S team built process excellence via many calculated initiatives.
For example, C&S created an internal assembly-line in their warehouse, employing rollers to
1 Piggly Wiggly website <http://www.pigglywiggly.com>
" Piggly Wiggly website <http://www.pigglywiggly.com>
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transport cases of groceries. To save labor costs, truck drivers also served as salesmen.12 By
focusing on wholesaling and without the responsibility of retail locations, C&S continued to stay
ahead of the competition in the quest for controlling costs.
The Cohen family began the first of many expansions with a decision to service military bases
after World War 11.13 Today C&S continues to serve military commissaries and independent
grocers. Rick Cohen brought radical change and expansion to the firm, however, when he
decided to build a modern warehouse in Brattleboro, VT in 1981. With this move, C&S began
servicing chain grocery stores such as Shaw's, Stop & Shop, and Giant. This new market made
possible the revenue growth achieved by C&S from less than two billion dollars in 1994 to
nearly twenty billion dollars projected in 2006. C&S Wholesale Grocers have achieved an
average annual revenue growth rate approaching twenty percent (20%) since 1995.
As back in the early days, grocery retailers continue to turn to C&S for procurement and
distribution to achieve lower total costs. There is a secondary positive effect for retailers as well:
by outsourcing procurement and distribution to C&S, grocery retailers are able to focus on their
storefront customer-facing businesses. This places the bulk of their assets and resources at the
customer interface and creates a better climate for retailers to differentiate by not committing
resources to warehousing and distribution. C&S gained two huge customers in 2005: A&P and
Bi-Lo/Bruno's. According to Supermarket News, "Representatives for Bi-Lo and A&P cited
expertise and cost-savings in electing to outsource distribution to C&S while they focused on
operating leaner companies emphasizing execution at the store." 14
2.2 Complexity
For C&S Wholesale Grocers, there is one major source of complexity: their customers, grocery
retailers. Existing customers are constantly adding to and changing their mix of items. With
each new customer, C&S experiences a significant challenge in integration. The integration
12 C&S Wholesale Grocers website < http://www.cswg.com/pages/newtimes.htm>
13 C&S Wholesale Grocers website < http://www.cswg.com/pages/wwii.htm>
14 Supermarket News, "The Top 10", July 25, 2005.
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period is classified internally at C&S as the "start-up" phase. This new customer start-up phase
is constant at a company growing at such a rapid pace. New customers often mean new
products, item codes, information systems, and people. In the case of recent acquisitions C&S
also inherited existing warehouses with legacy people and product. Acquisition of new
customers can only grow the bottom line, however, if costs are controlled. The C&S team is
working diligently to minimize the resources required to bring new customers up to speed. One
such move is the data warehouse initiative. The data warehouse promises centralized item
record maintenance and will allow C&S to bring new customers on line expeditiously with
minimal complexity and confusion. It will also simplify new item addition and item
maintenance for existing customers.
Retail consumers buying goods at grocery retailers are also driving supply chain complexity. A
supermarket can no longer satisfy its consumers with eighty or one-hundred thousand items. In
addition to the proliferation of low carbohydrate, low fat, private label and gluten-free items,
new channels are emerging that are providing the grocery customer with ethnic and organic food,
local produce, and even automotive services, personal banking, and pharmaceuticals. In fact,
Wal-Mart announced in March 2006 that it is doubling the number of organic items that it
maintains in stock at its retail locations:
"Wal-Mart Stores, Bentonville, Ark., plans to double its organic SKU
count in the next couple of weeks," DeDe Priest, senior president of dry
grocery, was quoted as saying at a conference here this week. The retailer,
which began selling organics last year, carries organic baby food, juice,
produce and pasta sauce and will be adding such products as pickles and
macaroni and cheese. The move is part of a larger effort by the world's
biggest retailer to add more upscale items.15
In order to continue to compete on superior customer service, C&S Wholesale Grocers must
similarly maintain an increasingly broader array of items in stock, driving further inventory and
complexity. This is analogous to the existing trends elsewhere in the world of consumption as
documented by Professor Eric von Hippel of MIT's Sloan School of Management:
5 Supermarket News website < http://www.supermarketnews.com>
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Heterogeneity of user need is likely to be high for many types of products.
Data are still scanty, but high heterogeneity of need is a very
straightforward explanation for why there is so much customization by
users: many users have "custom" needs for products and services.16
He continues by noting that manufacturers and retailers are generally not excited by the
heterogeneity of their customers' needs:
Of course, we all know that mass manufacturers with businesses built
around providing standard products in large numbers will be reluctant to
accommodate special requests. Consumers know this too, and few will be
so foolish as to contact a major soup producer like Campbell's with a
request for a special, "just-right" can of soup.'
In the case of "custom soup", C&S Wholesale Grocers probably need not worry. However, if
Campbell's Soup moves in this general direction, C&S must adapt. The logic is simple: grocery
consumers have "custom" needs. These needs are being accommodated at the retail level. In
order to continue to service grocery retailers, C&S Wholesale Grocers must manage an
increasingly complex array of SKUs (stock keeping units). A key challenge for C&S and other
firms operating in the grocery supply chain is to manage this increase in complexity while
operating under intense cost pressure.
3 Vendor Program Analysis
In chapter three, a general overview of potential vendor integration technologies and
collaborative programs is presented. Vendor integration program benchmarking across a broad
range of industries is also presented.
16 von Hippel, Eric, Democratizing Innovation, page 42.
17 von Hippel, Eric, Democratizing Innovation, page 45.
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3.1 Vendor Programs Overview
Near the beginning of this project, the vendor integration team's focus was to answer the
question, "How do best-in-class companies work with their vendors to drive out supply chain
cost?" with an emphasis on collaboration rather than coercion. This focus is clearly of strategic
importance to C&S management. One executive was recently quoted:
"Partnering is another important goal. C&S President Ron Wright
recently spoke at the Grocery Manufacturers of America's Executive
Conference to urge suppliers to partner with the company. 'You know
merchandising, we know supply-chain. Let's partner,' he said." 18
Fundamental to answering this question is the development of a group of potential programs and
technologies, the means by which a firm such as C&S might choose to collaborate with its
vendors. The approach is detailed next, followed by definitions of the potential programs and
technologies being considered. Finally, two programs are selected for more detailed analysis.
In order to develop the list of potential programs and clearly understand the opportunities, the
intern relied on four key actions:
1. Spending time in the trenches
2. Talking to vendors
3. Learning from competitors and potential customers
4. Surveying other industries
In the trenches
For the duration of the project, much time was spent with the people on the floor of C&S
operations: moving boxes and observing shipping and receiving functions at warehouses, staring
at black and green IBM terminals and learning about database architecture with the information
18 Supermarket News, "How C&S' Nontraditional Approach Accommodates Change", July 11, 2005.
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technology team, and at headquarters in Keene with the folks in procurement, merchandising,
finance, and transportation. Outside of normal work hours, the intern also participated in
corporate activities, such as joining one of the company softball teams. This further developed
and cemented important relationships. It is nearly an understatement to consider this the most
critical aspect of the approach. Spending time with employees at the floor-level enabled quick
success at each step of the internship, from problem statement and data collection to data
analysis and recommendations. In fact, it is the author's experience that in most organizations,
these people are the true brokers of power and knowledge for any process improvement. Any
approach for improving vendor integration must include time in the trenches.
Talk with vendors
This step may be taken for granted, but was also critical to the success of the project. From June
through August 2006, the author participated in several meetings with Dan Fudger of the Trade
Relations team at C&S and a host of vendors. These meetings provided a better level of
understanding of the opportunities for collaboration. It also provided the opportunity to follow-
up with additional vendor interviews to identify potential implications of any changes in vendor
integration. By speaking with vendors, a researcher can really gain a clear sense of preferred
methods of vendor integration. This step reveals where the vendors will gain the most from
collaboration. It is the only way to truly discern where a key stakeholder stands with respect to
vendor integration.
Learn from competitors and customers
C&S is competing with other wholesalers to serve independent grocers. C&S also serves as an
outsourcer of procurement and distribution activities of large grocery chains. Speaking with
competitors as well as potential and existing customers is important to a vendor integration
project, as it creates a benchmarking standard which can be used to truly determine "best-in-
class" approaches. Tours of distribution centers and manufacturing operations are an integral
segment of the Leaders For Manufacturing program at MIT. These experiences provided the
author many baseline examples of vendor integration across multiple industries, including the
grocery supply chain. Additionally, interviews were conducted via phone and in person with a
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host of grocery retailers, both self-distributing and existing C&S customers. This phase yielded
the most fruit with respect to creating the list of potential vendor programs.
Survey other industries
A recent article in Fortune Magazine is titled, "Teaching the Big Box New Tricks". This article
presents "What Toyota knows about supply chains-and how to apply it to almost anything,
even megastores". 19 The authors detail a version of the Toyota Production System applied by
Tesco, a British supermarket chain. Tesco is applying lean principles borrowed from the
automotive industry and successfully defending its home turf in the United Kingdom to the
onslaught of Wal-Mart's British business, ASDA.2 0 In a similar spirit, the research team looked
beyond the grocery supply-chain for examples of best-in-class approaches to vendor integration.
This provided a few key programs that would otherwise probably have been overlooked.
To connect with other industries, the team leaned heavily on contacts provided by C&S
management, MIT advisors, and the Leaders For Manufacturing program, as well as personal
connections. This phase was a lot of fun and provided a platform for a tremendous amount of
learning. In order to understand if or how a program might be applied to the grocery supply
chain, one must have a clear understanding of the dynamics of those programs as they function
in their existing supply chains. Figures 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 reveal the composition of a few of the
companies interviewed for this project. An LFM-seasoned eye will notice several partner
companies in this array. Many of the firms wished to remain anonymous.
19 Fortune, "Teaching the Big Box New Tricks", p. 208(B-F), November 14, 2005.
2 Fortune, "Teaching the Big Box New Tricks", p. 208(B), November 14, 2005.
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In summary, fifty-eight companies were interviewed, as detailed in Figure 3.1.1:
Figure 3.1.1 - Companies interviewed by industry, 58 total:
# Interviewed
12
9
5
10
11
5
6
Industry
grocery manufacturer
grocery retailer
grocery and general
retail
aerospace / automotive
semiconductor / PC /
electronics
industrial supply /
hardware
Biotechnology
Figure 3.1.2 - A few names of the companies interviewed, studied, or otherwise benchmarked:
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The vendor integration research project yielded many programs for consideration. These
programs were sorted by area of focus (operations, technology, and collaboration). In reality,
there is significant overlap of each of these programs across operations, technology and
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collaboration. We have simply categorized the programs for the purpose of definition. All
definitions are presented in the context of the grocery supply chain, though they may have
broader or slightly different meaning when considered in other industries.
Operations
Cross docking is the practice of eliminating the "put-away" step in a distribution center. Items
are moved directly from the receiving point to outbound transportation. Handling is minimal and
the items are never actually placed in storage. Item selection occurs from a trailer in the
receiving area. The cross docking center serves as a point of convergence for inbound and
outbound shipments.2 '
Quick Turns Receiving involves financial incentives for the achievement of targeted receiving
times at the distribution center. For example, a vendor may offer a better price on the product or
a rebate on the load to the distributor if a targeted receiving time is met by the distribution center.
As a result of these programs, trailers are unloaded more quickly. This assures that receiving
dock space is used efficiently and also allows the driver, truck, and trailer to spend more time in
transportation instead of waiting idle at a distribution center.
Drop Trailer programs also yield more efficient transportation services by allowing drivers to
leave an empty trailer in inbound (or outbound) lanes at a distribution center. Instead of waiting
for the trailer to be unloaded (or loaded), the drivers move on to a trailer that is pre-loaded and
ready to for transport. These programs also improve distribution efficiency by providing
additional capacity in receiving and outbound transportation. This program may allow
distribution centers to meet peak demand without expanding fixed capacity by building a larger
facility.
Transportation Optimization is the application of technology to assist in making logistics
routing decisions. Many other programs have the general effect of optimizing transportation, but
Zujkowski, Steve, C&S/LFM 2005 internship champion, conversation at Brattleboro Warehouse, April 22, 2005.
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for this project, the team considers Transportation Optimization to be the host of software and
solution providers that utilize technology to make dispatching decisions. For example, consider
a Purchase Order to be delivered from point "A" to point "B". A firm looking to determine the
most efficient means of transport might use Transportation Optimization software as a tool.
Various inputs such as time, location of trailers, distance, volume, and available modes will be
used to yield optimal carrier and route selections.
Lead Time Reduction programs seek to capitalize on a reduction in time from the issue of a
purchase order (PO) to item delivery. There are many potential sources of lead time reduction
(including but not limited to cross docking and quick turns receiving). Benefits for trading
partners include both an opportunity for inventory reduction as well as an improved ability to
react to atypical order patterns. Statistical analysis can be employed to develop an understanding
of the required level of inventory (safety stock and pipeline stock) required to meet a demand
distribution. With a reduced lead time, these inventory levels are reduced, and the customer and
the vendor stand to benefit. Any lead time reduction program must take into account existing
contracts between vendors and their customers.
Technology
Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) or "Auto-ID" enhances inventory visibility across the
grocery supply chain, including that within a distribution center. This technology employs an
item, case, or pallet tag which contains a unique identification number and reader or a host of
readers that are capable of recognizing individual tags from a distance without direct line-of-
sight. The readers communicate with the tags in a similar manner as a radio-controlled toy car or
airplane. RFID systems have not yet witnessed wide adoption in the grocery industry due to
uncertainty of the financial return on a currently rather large investment. It is generally accepted,
however, that the technology will eventually impact the supply chain across most industries.
Many grocery retailers are piloting RFID technology, including Wal-Mart and METRO Group of
Germany. In the case of Wal-Mart, vendors are faced with a mandate to comply with established
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RFID standards. 2 METRO is taking a different approach and inviting vendors to join the
retailer in a pilot to determine feasibility and financial return. The results of the METRO
approach have recently been released, and the team is estimating an initial one-time savings of
around ten million dollars ($10 million).23 Additionally, "The study.. .found that in order-
picking and at the outgoing goods portal, 16 seconds per pallet can be saved. This is
complemented by reduced logistics costs as the faster handling of incoming goods processes
shortens waiting times for delivery trucks."
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) is the utilization of information technology for
communication of relevant data in a business transaction between two parties. For example,
instead of placing purchase orders via telephone, mail, or facsimile, a purchasing agent using
EDI might place an order, track shipment, and issue payment electronically. The supplier also
has the potential to automate an Advanced Shipment Notice (ASN), which allows the customer
to plan for the arrival of the purchase order. The main benefits of EDI technology are improved
order accuracy and decreased processing time, both increasing efficiency. 2 5
Vendor Web Portals offer a centralized web location where customers and vendors can share
information via the internet. These portals generally work in conjunction with an EDI system, if
EDI transactions are being utilized. Vendor web portals are typically used to share contractual
and performance data. Vendor scorecards are usually posted on a vendor web portal to facilitate
timely communication of performance with respect to key metrics and targets set by trading
partners.
Electronic Receiving eliminates manual inspection of incoming items at a distribution center.
This speeds up processing by allowing nearly instantaneous receipt of goods without taking
physical inventory. It also can be used by "accounts payable" as an input to automated payment.
In contrast, benchmarking in this research project revealed that a manual receiving process
2 RFID Journal website, "Wal-Mart Expands RFID Mandate", <http://www.rfidjoumal.com>23 Food Logistics, "RFID Producing Huge Benefits for Germany's METRO Group", January/February 2006, p. 10.2 Food Logistics, "RFID Producing Huge Benefits for Germany's METRO Group", January/February 2006, p. 10.
25 MIS Quarterly, "Business Value of Information Technology: A Study of Electronic Data Interchange", June
1995, p. 141.
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generally consists of the following steps (which can be reduced or even eliminated by electronic
receiving):
1. Cross reference truck's paperwork with the paperwork of the warehouse. Verify that
both records are in agreement. Address any discrepancy.
2. Unload the product. Physically verify that each item complies with paperwork with
respect to quantity, quality, pallet configuration, dates, and SKU. Address any
discrepancy.
3. Sign truck's paperwork, issue payment for what has been confirmed in receiving.
4. Accept product as inventory.
Electronic receiving speeds up this process by minimizing the manual steps, such as allowing
vendors to certify shipments with their customers to reduce manual audits. It also can provide a
real-time input to the Warehouse Management System and other relevant IT links for the trading
partners. Electronic receiving requires an input to an IT system and as such works well with bar
code scanning, RFID, or manual data entry.
Pallet License Plating provides a distributor and its vendors with pallet level identification
capability. This licensing generally adheres to defined standards, such as EAN/UCC128, as
26defined by the Uniform Code Council, the organization that invented the bar coding system.
By licensing a pallet with a unique identification number that is identifiable by all links in the
supply chain, a vendor offers its partners the opportunity to pursue pallet-level inventory
visibility. This pallet-level visibility is contingent upon the existence of complementary IT
systems and software that are able to monitor the pallet license position.
Global Data Synchronization is the automated sharing of item-level attributes such as quantity,
volume, and weight between manufacturers (vendors) and customers (wholesalers and retailers).
The item data is centrally maintained by a 3rd party, and members pay a nominal fee for access.
Manufacturers publish new item data and maintain existing item data in the centralized database.
Retailers and wholesalers subscribe to the database, and link their internal information
26 GS I US Website <http://www.uc-council.org/ean-ucc-system/index.cfm>
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technology systems to this central location. The advantage is real-time data updates, resulting in
radically enhanced data integrity. Upon successful implementation of data synchronization,
firms will see significant improvement in efficiency across their supply chains.
Carrier Web Scheduling is the process by which software and the internet enable vendors and
carriers to jointly arrange delivery times and locations. This saves time in the dispatching and
receiving of shipments, tasks which are generally handled manually by clerks. When carrier web
scheduling technology is employed, clerks only handle exceptions, saving time. Additionally,
carriers spend less time waiting for dispatch. These programs often work in conjunction with
Transportation Optimization.
Collaboration
Backhauling improves utilization of transportation assets by providing outbound carriers from
the distribution center with a return load picking up near their initial delivery location. An
effective backhaul program minimizes expensive "deadheading", or moving trucks without
freight. A successful backhauling program requires vendors and carriers to work together to
maximize transportation utilization and therefore increase profitability.
Collaborative Planning, Forecasting, and Replenishment (CPFR®) places vendors,
distributors, and retailers in a formal collaborative relationship where sales and marketing
activities are linked to supply chain planning and execution.27 This advanced collaborative
relationship requires significant levels of trust among the business partners, as well as the
prerequisite of Global Data Synchronization. CPFR@ has been proven to provide a dramatic
reduction in inventory and decrease in stock-outs across various industries. CPFR@ is a
registered trademark of Voluntary Interindustry Commerce Standards, or VICS.
Compliance Programs are contractual in nature and usually present trading partners with
financial penalties for failure to follow the terms of agreement. For example, late shipments or
27 "Collaborative Planning, Forecasting, and Replenishment CPFR: An Overview", Voluntary Interindustry
Commerce Standards (VICS), May 18, 2004.
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incorrect shipments to a distributor or retailer may result in a deduction on the invoice amount.
Compliance programs may also be used to reward excellent performance with respect to the
contract, or to reward improvement.
Promotion Planning with Vendors brings wholesalers and retailers upstream towards vendors
to uncover information regarding upcoming promotional events more quickly. By sharing
demand, inventory, and other relevant data, vendors and retailers can maximize return on
promotional spending, which averages about 5% of sales for most vendors.2 8 Promotion
planning is a critical element of CPFR@, though it can also be considered as a single program by
firms that are not engaging in full Collaborative Forecasting, Planning, and Replenishment.
Ad Management with Retailers involves coordination among grocery trading partners of the
content of the weekly newspaper flyers. For C&S, approximately 40% of volume is items sold
"on ad", or in the weekly newspaper. As such, forecasting and collaboration between the
vendors, C&S, and retailers is absolutely critical for efficient and effective supply chain
management. C&S Wholesale Grocers is currently reengineering this process to encourage
collaboration, and is utilizing technology from Demantra, a demand-planning solution provider
based in Waltham, MA. 30
SKU Rationalization is the process by which vendors determine which items should be
discontinued. Point-of-sale and inventory turns data can be provided by wholesalers and retailers
to help vendors make this decision more effectively. Likewise, to further enhance "vendor
integration", a vendor will share information regarding product lifecycle plans with its trading
partners.
3.2 Benchmarking Industry Trends in Vendor Programs
28 Interview with Ben McLaughlin, C&S Trade Relations Associate, July 13, 2006.
29 E-mail from Bill Copacino, C&S Chief Administrative Officer, April 9, 2006.
30 Demantra Website <http://www.demantra.com/content/company/overview.asp>
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The list of vendor integration programs defined in the previous section were the result of much
time spent interviewing vendors, customers, C&S competitors, and supply chain executives and
professionals in other industries. After initial response and generation of the list of programs, the
team followed up with a second round of interviews in which the respondents were asked, "Are
you participating in the following programs?", and presented with the list of programs detailed in
section 3.1. Responses of these interviewees are detailed in Figures 3.2.1, 3.2.2, and 3.2.3. This
is by no means an extensive survey, but rather a broad survey seeking to identify general trends
among multiple industries.
The bar charts in Figures 3.2.1 - 3.2.3 indicate which programs are popular among the following
seven (7) subgroups of respondents. Examples of the companies interviewed in each subgroup
are shown in parentheses.
1) Grocery manufacturing (Kraft, Procter and Gamble, J&J Snack Foods, Nestle)
2) Grocery retail (Wegman's, H.E. Butt, Giant Eagle, Shaw's)
3) Grocery and general retail (Wal-Mart, Target)
4) Aerospace / automotive (Toyota, Eaton, Ford Motor Company)
5) Semiconductor / PC / electronics (Dell, Intel)
6) Industrial supply / hardware (Grainger, Ace Hardware, Home Depot)
7) Biotechnology (The Broad Institute for Genomics Research, Baxter Healthcare)
It is important to note that C&S is already engaged in several of these programs. For the sake of
this research project, we consider the entire host of programs, even those to which C&S
Wholesale Grocers has already committed.
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Figure 3.2.1 - Operations-focused vendor program activity by industry
Operations Programs by Industry
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Highlights from Figure 3.2.1:
* Most industries are engaged in some level of lead time reduction, especially
biotechnology, semiconductor / PC / electronics, and aerospace / automotive
* Cross docking, quick turns, transportation optimization, and drop trailer programs are
most popular among firms in the grocery and general retail supply chain, as well as in
industrial supply companies
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Figure 3.2.2 - Technology-focused vendor program activity by industry
Technology Programs by Industry
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Highlights from Figure 3.2.2:
* EDI and electronic receiving have been adopted at a significant level by every
industry segment
* Data Synchronization is a generally limited to the grocery and grocery / general retail
segment
* Carrier web scheduling has not yet seen a significant level of adoption
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Figure 3.2.3 - Collaboration-focused vendor program activity by industry
Collaborative Programs by Industry
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Highlights from Figure 3.2.3:
* CPFR@ has not been adopted on a large scale
* Nearly all firms interviewed participate in a vendor compliance program
* Backhauling and promotion planning appear to be nearly exclusive to the grocery and
general retail supply chain
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4 Lead Time Reduction
After much consideration and discussion amongst the Vendor Integration team members at C&S
and MIT, a lead time reduction program was selected for further analysis from those detailed in
Chapter Three. It is common supply chain knowledge that in nearly any operation, a reduction in
lead time results in a reduction in inventory required to meet demand at a given service level.
For C&S Wholesale Grocers, we consider lead time to be the number of days from the issue of a
purchase order to the receipt of goods at the distribution center. In a business climate mobilized
to meet high service levels with virtually no stock outs, a clear picture of lead time implications
is necessary to optimize inventory levels and increase the C&S procurement team's ability to
react to promotional demand spikes. The goal of this phase of the analysis was to provide the
C&S supply chain team with a tool which would provide a better understanding of the
opportunity to benefit from lead time reduction. Furthermore, the team was encouraged to learn
that lead time reduction as a vendor integration program is currently pursued across a broad array
of industries, making it an ideal program for further analysis.
4.1 How C&S can achieve Lead Time Reduction
Previous LFM internships have dealt with the business proposition for ES3 (Efficient Storage,
Selection, and Shipment), a C&S subsidiary. While C&S seeks to provide a procurement and
distribution solution to grocery retailers, the ES3 business case lies in consolidating grocery
manufacturer inventory and distribution under one roof. In simple terms, C&S replaces retailers'
warehouses and distribution functions. ES3 replaces the warehouse and distribution function
activities of grocery manufacturers and vendors. This consolidation yields several benefits for
trading partners in the grocery supply chain: more efficient distribution (storage, selection, and
shipment), faster delivery (shorter lead times), and increased pipeline inventory visibility.3 1
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3' ES3 website <http://www.es3.com>
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Mike Amati modeled the benefit to vendors of utilizing the ES3 facility in his work, "Modeling
the Value to Retailers Due to Redesigning the Grocery Supply Chain." According to Amati's
work, by increasing the volume of goods and vendors in ES3, C&S can effectively reduce lead
times, potentially to as short as one to two days. ES3 realizes this enhanced efficiency through
cutting-edge warehouse technology and economies of scale (full truckloads). Figure 4.1.1,
adopted from Amati's work, shows the position of ES3 along the grocery supply chain, and the
potential lead times:3 3
Figure 4.1.1 - ES3 and the grocery supply chain
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32 Amati, Michael M., "Modeling the Value to Retailers Due to Redesigning the Grocery Supply Chain", page 17.
33 Amati, Michael M., "Modeling the Value to Retailers Due to Redesigning the Grocery Supply Chain", page 16.
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ES3
4.2 Presentation of Inventory Benefit Model
The analytical tool presented in this section provides the supply chain team at C&S with the
ability to clearly propose the financial benefits of lead time reduction to vendors. This output
enables the C&S team to make a stronger case for lead time reduction and in encouraging
vendors to move their goods into the ES3 facility.
The inventory benefit model is a Microsoft Excel tool that delivers the financial value of lead
time reduction based upon the input of sixty (60) days of demand from a C&S facility. We use
sixty days outbound demand movement because this data is within easy reach of the C&S
analysts and gives reasonable results. The output of the tool is one-time inventory/cash savings
that can be used by the supply-chain team to pitch LT reduction to vendors, and/or justify the use
of ES3. For the validation of the model, the team obtained all outbound demand movement by
SKU for sixty days at the C&S Brattleboro, VT facility. The data ranged from September 2"d
through November 3 rd, 2005.
The analysis demonstrates that for the Brattleboro facility, twenty (20) vendors represent over
30% of available savings for one (1) day of lead time reduction, totaling $275,000. This type of
analysis will be used by the C&S team to prioritize which vendors to approach with the ES3
proposition. The supply chain team at C&S will perform further analysis using the tool with
fresh data and a better understanding of what reduction in lead time is actually possible, and on
which vendors to focus. My analysis assumed very conservatively that one day of lead time
reduction was possible for the Brattleboro vendors. With ES3, the lead time savings will likely
be much greater than one day, and thus so will be the associated financial benefits of inventory
reduction.
Savings from lead time reduction for C&S and its vendors can be realized in the form of reduced
safety stock and cycle stock inventories. Safety stock is the volume of inventory necessary for
C&S to keep on hand in order to meet projected demand over a defined lead time interval at a
defined service level. Cycle stock is the average replenishment stock.
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In order to calculate the savings for C&S and its vendors from lead time reduction, the Excel tool
utilized the following supply chain equations, as presented by Professor Steve Graves at MIT in
the course 15.762j, "Supply Chain Planning":
SS = Z x ox (leadtime)A a
CS = leadtime x u
a-= stddev(demand)
where:
0.5 a 1
u = AverageDailyDemand
z =1.75
For this analysis, z = 1.75 for 96% targeted service level. The accuracy of the safety stock
calculation is dictated by the alpha term constant, which is determined by the model using the
following steps, adopted from Don Rosenfield's "Demand Forecasting" as detailed in the
publication, The Logistics Handbook.34
1. Input 60 days demand movement (outbound from C&S facility)
2. Divide the data into T = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 day buckets of aggregate demand
3. Perform linear regression on LN(T) x LN(sigma)
4. The slope of the line is Alpha for the SKU
34 Rosenfield, Don, "Demand Forecasting" in The Logistics Handbook, Ch. 14, edited by James F. Robeson and
William C. Copacino.
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Figures 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 present the results of these steps in a familiar Microsoft Excel format:
Figure 4.2.1 - Sample Alpha Determination for one item at C&S Brattleboro
T(days): 1 2 3 4 5
LN(T) 0 0.693147181 1.098612 1.386294 1.609438
sigma: 68.99655 120.4700373 154.7111 181.9379 199.2442
LN(Sigma) 4.234057 4.791401069 5.041559 5.203666 5.294531
Alpha: 0.664656
Figure 4.2.2 - Plot of Alpha Determination for one item at C&S Brattleboro
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With alpha calculated based upon the input data, the user of the tool must then input case cost,
existing lead time, and proposed lead time. The tool then calculates the dollar amount of the
savings based upon the potential to reduce safety stock and cycle stock while meeting the 96%
service level. Figure 4.2.3 shows the input/output screen of the tool (with only 30 days of
demand visible for ease of viewing):
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Figure 4.2.3 - Input and output of lead time benefit calculator
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It is important to note that cycle stock savings are recognized by C&S only if the items are
backhauled, otherwise the vendor recognizes the savings from lead time reduction (cycle stock
savings belong to the owner of inventory while the inventory is in transit). Additionally, a
secondary effect of lead time reduction turns out to be a greater ability to respond to promotional
demand spikes. Because promotional effects were difficult to isolate, we decided to focus on
turn-only items (items that were not promoted), and the existing tool should be used only for
such items.
Figure 4.2.4 illustrates one application of the tool to prioritize vendors to be targeted for lead
time reduction at Brattleboro. Since it would be impossible to place all 1551 vendors in ES3 at
once, the supply chain team at C&S is looking to target vendors for ES3 proposal. This chart
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utilizes output from the lead time benefit calculator to show the following groups of items and/or
vendors to target for lead time reduction and/or ES3 proposal:
1) The top 20 vendors by volume represent 32% of available inventory reduction savings, or
$275,689.
2) The top 100 items by volume represent 13% of available savings, or $112,139. This
group consists of 51 vendors.
3) The top 100 items by savings represent 18% of available savings, or $155,236.
4) 50% of the savings ($428,102) is represented by 407 vendors.
5) 100% of the savings ($864,769) is represented by 1551 vendors.
Figure 4.2.4 - C&S Brattleboro ]-day Lead Time Reduction Study
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Based on this output, the team may choose to target the top 20 vendors at Brattleboro by volume
for ES3 proposal. The tool will then be used to generate specific financial implications of ES3
consolidation for each of the top 20 vendors to be referenced in their respective proposals.
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C&S supply chain analysts are now using the "Lead Time Reduction Benefit Calculator" Excel
tool and initial feedback has been very positive. Several of these folks consider the spreadsheet
"extremely useful."3  The team agrees that the tool should also be used in conjunction with a
Total Cost approach that C&S has in place to support decision-making, as forward buying,
diverting, and gross profit activities that drive up inventories at C&S present an environment
where strategic procurement of inventory exceeding safety stock levels may in fact increase
overall profitability.
35 E-mail from Kelly Sosa, C&S Supply Chain Analyst, February 18, 2006
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5 Global Data Synchronization
Global Data Synchronization (GDS) is currently being aggressively pursued by C&S Wholesale
Grocers. As suggested in the vendor program overview in Chapter 3, it promises significant
savings very quickly, and is also the prerequisite for many other types of supply chain
collaboration. For this reason, the vendor integration team chose to focus on data
synchronization as a second program for further analysis. Specifically, the team worked to
identify the business and operations areas where C&S Wholesale Grocers might stand to gain the
most from GDS. C&S is utilizing several outside data synchronization providers and the Retalix
software suite including the Master Data Management module to reach their data
synchronization goals.36 The team has manually simulated data synchronization at several
facilities to determine key areas of impact.
5.1 Data Synchronization Overview
Before explaining some of the impacts that data synchronization may have on C&S Wholesale
Grocers, an explanation of GDS is presented. To begin, 1 Sync offers a clear definition of data
synchronization. ISync is the result of a recent consolidation (August 2005) of UCCnet and
Transora. I Sync is leading the charge towards successful implementation of GDS.
According to 1 Sync:
Data synchronization is the electronic transfer of standardized product and location
information and the continuous synchronization of that data over time.37
There are four main stakeholders that are impacted by the global data synchronization network:
1) Vendor/Manufacturer ("Publisher")
36 E-mail from Bill Copacino, C&S Chief Administrative Officer, April 9, 2006.
3 I Sync website <http://www. I sync.org>
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2) Wholesaler/Retailer ("Subscriber")
3) Global Data Synchronization Network Data Pool ("Provider")
4) Retail Customers ("End Consumer")
Grocery retailers and manufacturers have observed significant savings due to global data
synchronization in two main areas of their operations: decreased manual intervention with item
set-up and maintenance, and more efficient cubing of inbound and outbound shipments in a
warehouse (cubing refers to loading a trailer according to volume constraints). Many other areas
also are impacted positively, which will be detailed later in this chapter. Figure 5.1.1 (courtesy
of 1 Sync) illustrates how Global Data Synchronization redefines the information flow among
trading partners in the grocery supply chain by introducing a third-party global registry:38
Figure 5.1 - Global Data Synchronization
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GDS fundamentally changes the flow of information, as data pools "provide" a central location
where manufacturer's "publish" clean data and wholesalers and retailers "subscribe" to receive
38 1 Sync website < http://www.lsync.org >
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the clean data. Current processes are ridden with manual links such as phone, e-mail, and faxes,
which are usually the source of the creation and propagation of incorrect or "bad" data. Grocery
consumers benefit from a more efficient grocery supply with potentially lower prices and fewer
"out of stock" situations.
5.2 Quantification of Benefits of Global Data Synchronization
Joe Andraski of VICS (Voluntary Interindustry Commerce Standards) claims "You cannot
overestimate the value and importance of clean data".39 The team observed this to be a
fundamental truth when observing operations at C&S and especially in benchmarking
competitors, vendors, and other industries. Item attributes considered in this study include
volume (cube), weight, quantity, code date, and pallet configuration. When the physical goods
do not correspond to the attribute data attached to them, this can wreak havoc on supply chain
operations. Cleaning up the "bad" data is an expensive and time consuming activity. By
adopting GDS, companies such as C&S will empower all links of operations with accurate data.
Current industry leaders suggest that GDS provides subscribers with savings of $1 per $1000 of
revenue. Already committed to adopting data synchronization, the question for C&S is, "Where
will these savings show up first?"
The vendor integration team's interviews, research, and time spent "in the trenches" suggest that
the following areas are those where C&S will see the earliest and the greatest benefit from global
data synchronization:
Dock turn-around time due to pallet reconfiguring will be radically reduced. Warehouses are
composed of physical slots where received goods are stored. These slots have volumetric
constraints that dictate pallet configuration. Vendors are required to comply with C&S pallet
configurations. When pallets do not comply, C&S warehouses must reconfigure the product on
the pallet in receiving.4 This slows down receiving progress and occupies valuable dock space.
It clutters the receiving area and necessitates expensive re-handling of product. Often vendors
39 Interview with Joe Andraski, October 18, 2005
4 Interview with Bill Cray and C&S Brattleboro receiving team, July 13, 2005
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comply with historical pallet configuration mandates that they assume remain accurate, though
changes have been made in the warehouse. Sometimes vendors change product cube and weight
attributes which in turn changes pallet configurations and they communicate this to their
customers manually. In this case, the warehouse is usually not aware of the change prior to
receipt of goods, and they must manually inform the vendor of the non-compliance, usually via
phone, e-mail, or facsimile.
GDS addresses this issue by automating the synchronization of pallet configurations between
vendors and customers, ensuring that all trading partners are aware of true product attributes and
warehouse constraints. This process is entirely manual in trading partners that are not engaged in
data synchronization. In a trial at one C&S facility in North Hatfield, Massachusetts dock
turnaround time for a non-compliant vendor's product was cut in half by a manual
synchronization of pallet configuration between the C&S supply chain team and the vendor.
Subsequent trials with the remainder of non-compliant vendors (about 25%) at this facility have
yielded similar results.
Faster new-item setup and item updates are a key benefit. Current GDS subscribers
interviewed in this project average a 76% reduction in time spent per new item set-up and
existing item maintenance events. This results in a drastic improvement in "Time to Market" of
new products, and reduces expensive man-hours spent updating records manually. With GDS,
when a vendor launches a new product or makes changes to an existing item, all item attributes
are updated centrally, usually without manual intervention. Without GDS, this process involves
much time spent on the telephone and with the fax machine, and in manual data entry to non-
compatible Information Technology systems.
A reduction of Purchase Order issues will be achieved. When purchase orders are issued
based upon inaccurate or outdated item attributes, procurement teams must intervene. Of those
non-GDS companies interviewed in this study, well over 20% of buyers' time is spent
performing re-work (over one hour per purchase order issued). With GDS, this time can
potentially be eliminated. GDS subscribers interviewed have seen a huge reduction in this time,
whereas now PO rework is the result of personnel error, not incorrect item attribute data. This
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brings the purchase order rework rate for these subscribers to less than five minutes per purchase
order.
Additionally, if product afflicted by inaccurate data reaches a C&S customer, Customer Service
must intervene and rectify the problem. This time will also be reduced by GDS, as less customer
service man-hours will be spent correcting "bad" data issues. Those non-GDS vendors
interviewed in this project indicate over 10% of customer service resources are dedicated to
solving incorrect data problems. This time will essentially be eliminated by data
synchronization.
Enhanced fleet utilization will be realized. Conversations with C&S transportation analysts
suggest that nearly one-fourth of C&S and common-carrier trucks are moving sub-optimal
shipments by cube and weight. This is generally the result of trailers being loaded based upon
incorrect cube and weight item attribute data. Currently the C&S team utilizes Manugistics
software to load trucks. The output is only valid with correct, up-to-date item attribute data. The
research indicates that current GDS publishers and subscribers have recognized about a 1%
reduction in transportation costs. Across the grocery supply chain, transportation costs represent
about 1/3 of total cost. A 1% reduction in transportation cost is therefore huge! It is
encouraging that these findings are in concurrence with those of several publications, including
that of joint study by A.T. Kearney, the Food Marketing Institute, and Grocery Manufacturers of
41America.
Pricing discrepancies will be reduced. When pricing information is incorrect, trading partners
usually apply deductions. Current GDS subscribers have reduced pricing discrepancy
occurrences from 16% to 6% of all SKU's. This reduces deductions by an equivalent amount. It
ensures that trading partners are paying and receiving the contracted price for goods exchanged.
GDS ensures that price data is identical between publishers and subscribers. Any remaining
price discrepancies are the result of merchandising activity.
41 A.T. Kearney, FMI, GMA, "Data Synchronization Proof of Concept: Case Studies from Leading Manufacturers
and Retailers", page 4, March 2004
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The elimination of finance invoice reconciliation will be achieved. Among non-GDS
companies interviewed, 5-10% of man-hours in the finance department are spent correcting
invoices for shipments in which the product does not match the paperwork. Similar numbers
were observed in the finance department at C&S. GDS will eliminate this time by ensuring that
goods received match item attributes in the purchase order. In other words, GDS subscribers
will be certain to "get what they pay for", or only pay for "what they get", without manual
intervention. GDS cannot correct improper item selection by warehouse employees, however, so
some amount of invoice reconciliation will remain.
A reduction of out-of-stock (OOS) events will be recognized. Current GDS subscribers
recognize a reduction of these events by 3-5%. An internal audit of the C&S North Hatfield
facility revealed that 32% of OOS are due to data integrity.42 GDS will minimize out of stocks by
forcing the warehouse to maintain only the inventory that procurement has ordered. In other
words, with GDS, C&S will not be faced with a situation where they do not have items that are
on record due to incorrect data. Ultimately this will allow C&S to maintain service level targets
with lower inventory levels. In other words, the actual warehouse inventories will better match
that which is maintained in procurement records.
42 Conversation with Kelly Sosa, C&S Supply Chain Analyst, December 2, 2005.
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Conclusion
The outcome of this project is a framework presented for answering a general question that many
LFM interns and operations managers will be faced with throughout their internships and
subsequent careers: "How might I work with my suppliers to drive out cost?"
In broader terms, we were seeking to learn about approaches to vendor integration as they relate
to enhanced supply chain efficiency. We have focused on the grocery supply chain here, though
the framework is applicable in nearly any industry. The key phases, timing, and principles
uncovered during the project are as follows, in the context of an LFM internship:
Phase 1: Learn the Industry, Learn from History (1-2 months). Do not skip this critical step
which provides the foundation for success in each subsequent phase. It is also a lot of fun!
During this phase, take advantage of the resources available at MIT and the Sloan School of
Management. Dewey Library is especially helpful, as the library maintains a staff of industry
experts who can direct a researcher to the appropriate information sources very quickly.
Subscribe to online newsletters and updates. Spend a few minutes each day on the internet
learning about the company history and the industry being studied. Identify key trends and
changes. Identify the competitive landscape. Become conversant in the language by which the
industry communicates. Do not be afraid to ask questions when topics, acronyms, and
expectations are unclear. Keep a binder (or several) to logically order this research. This binder
will become incredibly valuable as a source of information throughout the internship.
Phase 2: Go to work (2-3 months). This is where one must spend the bulk of the effort. This
phase will yield the areas for detailed analysis. To recap from Chapter 3, spend time in the
trenches, talk to vendors, learn from competitors and potential customers, and survey other
industries. Topics will begin to develop familiarity at this point, and the researcher should begin
to group similar ideas. Ideally a list of potential programs will be identified. Many
conversations will be focused on implementation issues and difficulties. Because of this it is
important to maintain a focus on building the list of programs and to consider anything, even if
implementations may have been treacherous or difficult in the past. Capture key benefits of the
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programs as they appear, and carefully document the contact information of those being
interviewed so as to enable efficient subsequent communication. Continuously refine and review
this list with key internship stakeholders. Work with the team to reach agreement of the
programs on which to focus.
Phase 3: Present findings (1-2 months). Conduct a detailed analysis of the selected programs.
At this phase, one should clearly see whether or not the programs selected are appropriate and
timely, and have some understanding of financial implications. Those that will be involved with
the implementation of the programs must be involved. The key here is to move on from the
extensive list of programs and really focus on the primary targets. In the case of this project,
Lead Time Reduction and Global Data Synchronization were the programs of focus. The
challenge here was determining which data would yield the most fruitful analysis. In the case of
this project, many data were available, and it was very difficult to select an appropriate dataset
for the project. It helps to leverage experience from company representatives and academic
advisors at this point, as they are able to provide tremendous clarity and keep the project focused
on the appropriate data, metrics, and analysis. Ultimately, the findings should present
management with a sound foundation for decision making.
Phase 4: Take action (1-2 months). With the programs selected via the framework for this
project, C&S Wholesale Grocers' took action quickly in conjunction with the research, nearly
preemptively. The internship served to provide additional insight and supporting evidence in
parallel with company efforts to enhance vendor integration. The challenge at this phase is to act
quickly. It may be tempting to complete further analysis of the programs, or to revisit the
extensive list of available programs, but the evidence gathered in the research should support a
fast decision with respect to implementation. Pilots by key stakeholders (supply chain analysts,
in this project) are powerful tools to demonstrate results and gather internal support. The intern
should support the implementation team with the project findings and provide outside examples
and data analysis as challenges are encountered. The analysis may be tailored at this point to
better match the actual business conditions.
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Utilizing this framework, one is able to sort through many complex arrays of vendor programs
and operations-investment opportunities with ease. When applied to this project, the framework
yielded a host of programs to be considered, and provided the team with a benchmarking
overview of how other companies and other industries are approaching vendor integration. The
framework also yielded two vendor integration programs by which C&S Wholesale Grocers is
realizing enhanced supply chain efficiency: Lead Time Reduction and Global Data
Synchronization.
In the case of Lead Time Reduction, the research and analysis generated a tool that can be used
to prioritize vendor selection for ES3 proposal. ES3 is a C&S holding company offering
enhanced vendor storage efficiency through technology and by consolidating multiple vendors in
one facility upstream from C&S operations. The tool allows C&S supply chain analysts to make
a strong case for ES3 consolidation to the vendor by placing financial benefits on the lead time
reduction resulting from a move to ES3. In the case of Global Data Synchronization, the
findings identified key areas of impact on operations where C&S will see the largest financial
savings from implementation. These areas are being monitored by supply chain analysts as the
C&S team moves forward with implementation. These findings are enabling the team to
quantify the benefits from Global Data Synchronization very rapidly by knowing in advance
"what" and "where" to measure.
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